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Abstract : Due to high competitiveness in industries throughout the world, every industry is trying hard to utilize all their
resources to keep their productivity as high as possible. Many tools have been being used to ensure smoother flow of an
operation, to balance tasks, to maintain proper schedules for tasks, to maintain proper sequence for tasks, to reduce
unproductive time. All of these tools are used to augment productivity within an industry. Kanban board is one of them and of
the many important tools of lean production system. Kanban Board is a visual depiction of the status of tasks. Kanban board
shows the actual status of the tasks. It conveys the progress and issues of tasks as well. Using Kanban Board, tasks can be
distributed among workers and operation targets can be visually represented to them. In this paper, an example of Kanban
board from the aspects of Brothers Furniture Limited was taken and how the Kanban board system was implemented, how the
board was designed and how it was made easily perceivable for the less literate or illiterate workers. The Kanban board was
designed for the packing section of Brothers Furniture Limited. It was implemented for the purpose of representing the tasks
flow to the workers and to mitigate the time that was wasted while the workers remained wondering about what task they
should start after they finish one. Kanban board subsumed seven columns and there was a column for comments where if any
problem occurred during working on the tasks. Kanban board was helpful for the workers as the board showed the urgency of
the tasks. It was also helpful for the store section as they could understand which products and how much of them could be
delivered to store at any certain time. Kanban board had all the information centralized which is why the work-flow got paced
up and idle time was minimized. Regardless of many workers being illiterate or less literate, Kanban board was still explicable
for the workers as the Kanban cards were colored. Since the significance of colors can be conveniently interpretable to them,
colored cards helped a great deal in that matter. Hence, the illiterate or less literate workers didn’t have to spend time
wondering about the significance of the cards. Even when the workers weren’t told the significance of the colored cards, they
could grow a feeling about their meaning as colors can trigger anyone’s mind to perceive the situation. As a result, the board
elucidated the workers about what board required them to do, when to do and what to do next. Kanban board alleviated
excessive time between tasks by setting day-plan for targeted tasks and it also reduced time during tasks as the workers were
acknowledged of forthcoming tasks for a day. Being very specific to the tasks, Kanban board helped the workers become more
focused on their tasks helped them do their job with more perfection. As a result, The Kanban board helped achieve a 8.75%
increase in productivity than the productivity before the Kanban board was implemented.
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